INTELLIGERE SOLUTIONS

WINDOWS VIRTUAL DESKTOP
PARTNERSHIPS
The strength of our partnerships to deliver WVD

BENEFITS
•

Maximising your end-user
experience with WVD

•

Migrate to Windows Virtual
Desktop from the Azure cloud
with full confidence

•

Architect the lowest cost and
highest performance solution

•

Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) is a comprehensive desktop and application virtualisation
service running in Azure and is the only virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) that delivers
simplified management, Windows 10 Enterprise multi-session, optimisations for Office 365
ProPlus, and support for Remote Desktop Services (RDS) environments.
Intelligere have long standing successful partnerships with Login VSI and IGEL both
approved Microsoft providers for Windows Virtual Desktop services.
It’s clear that WVD brings a host of capabilities that promise to make enterprise end user
computing more powerful, convenient, and economical for organizations around the
globe. Intelligere is in the unique position of being able to offer expertise and unparalleled
partner capability to deliver your WVD solution.

Design for Integrity, security and
manageability

•

For businesses of all sizes,
including large enterprises
Intelligere offers solutions to meet business needs and has partnered with IGEL, offering
SIMPLE, SMART and SECURE solutions that are disrupting how IT delivers end-user computing.

ABOUT INTELLIGERE
With more than two decades of
experience, Intelligere is a trusted
partner across business sectors.
Offering comprehensive Strategies,
solutions, supply and services that
help companies meet the everexpanding computing challenges of
today’s IT environment.
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IGEL adds the perfect complement to WVD with IGEL OS, the next-gen edge OS for cloud
workspaces. During Microsoft Ignite in November 2019, Brad Anderson, Corporate Vice
President for Microsoft 365, stated that it was enabling Linux device support for Windows
Virtual Desktop, naming IGEL as a “key hardware partner.”
Login VSI has been supporting Windows Virtual Desktop performance testing since 2019 and
has performed hundreds of tests to evaluate the performance profile of Windows 10 multisession. This testing has been focused on maximising the end-user experience for WVD in
the areas of scalability, login performance and cost optimisation.
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Why work harder than you need to? Get in touch today to discover how we can support
you to deliver a truly exceptional end user experience.
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